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          Multi-Strain Probiotic for Dogs and Cats

        

      

      
        
          
            One Strain May Not Fit All
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        What is Proviable?

        Proviable is a
          clinically researched multi-strain
          probiotic supplement for dogs and cats containing billions of CFUs of beneficial bacteria that help support a
          healthy intestinal balance. Proviable contains both prebiotics and
          probiotics to help support intestinal
          health. The prebiotics help encourage growth of the beneficial Proviable
          probiotics within the gut.
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            Contains billions of colony
              forming units of probiotics
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            Contains 7 Strains of bacteria for
              a higher likelihood of colonization
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            Contains prebiotics to help
              encourage growth of beneficial Proviable probiotics within the gut
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            6 published studies in dogs and
              cats

          

        

      

      

      

    

    
      
        
          Why Multi-Strain Probiotics?

          The microflora in every pet's gut is different. A
            multi-strain probiotic may provide your pet with a suitable strain of bacteria to support your pet's
            intestinal health.
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          In a published study in which dogs and cats were
            administered Proviable, at least one of the seven probiotic strains of
            bacteria contained in Proviable was
            detected in 91% of dogs. When tested for one of the strains found in Proviable, detection was only found in
            45% of dogs.

          Cats were also administered Proviable in the study,
            and at least one of the seven probiotic strains of bacteria contained in Proviable was detected in 91% of
            cats.
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            This study shows that multi-strain probiotics may be more likely to provide organisms that:

            
              
                

              

              Help support a healthy intestinal balance

            

            
              
                

              

              Can help reach the unique microbiome of many dogs and cats.
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          Probiotics Help Support Intestinal Health After Imbalances Have Occurred, Such As:
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              Diet changes/food sensitivities
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              Dietary indiscretion
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              Stress due to travel or kenneling
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              Loose Stool
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              Our Most Advanced Formula
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